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^ The interiors of all Eastern churches except the Maronite
differ from those of Western churches in the use of a screen
to divide nave and sanctuary, entirely shutting off the latter
from the view of the congregation. This division has its
origin in the conception of the mass as a mystery which
should be celebrated by the priest in secret. As has already
been noticed, ruined Maronite churches in BatrUn, where
the screens may still be seen, testify that the complete con-
formity of this communion to Roman custom in the matter
of internal church arrangement is but recent. In the Greek
Church the screen is called the ikonostasis, as upon it are
hung the ikons. These may be pictures painted on a flat
surface, or may be metal representations in low relief which
are not supposed to contravene the unwritten law of the
Orthodox Church forbidding statues in the round.1 The
ikonostasis may be merely a plain stone wall rising to the
ceiling, as found in the old church of the village of Matardy,
in northern Syria; or it may be a real ornamental screen made
of stone or of marble; or it may consist of wood, elaborately
carved and overlaid with gilt or painted in rich, sombre
colors. It should have at least three openings which may or
may not be fitted with wooden doors, but curtains are al-
ways found in the Orthodox and Jacobite churches, not
always in the United churches. In some large buildings
there are five doors; the Greek Catholic cathedral at Da-
mascus has nine, with a curtain hung only before the central
opening, called the royal gates, in front of the high altar.
In the Orthodox Church all curtains are drawn aside dur-
ing the week following Easter. The ikons or pictures are
usually of the unchanged Byzantine type, but modern art
is creeping in. At the right of the royal gates is the picture
1 The permission in the Orthodox Church to use ikons while statues
are practically forbidden presents, in the words of Tozer ("The Church
and the Eastern Empire/' p. 125), "a curious anomaly." He calls
it "a distinct departure from the principles of the Seventh General
Council" (which restored the images), a change that "must have been
brought about very gradually; so much so that no trace remains to us
of the steps by which it came to pass." It is quite possible that the
Greeks may have been unconsciously influenced by the abhorrence of
images felt by their Moslem masters.

